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Matt and his friends uncover a mysterious secret about Mattâ€™s nemesis, Hulk Hooligan.In part

two of the Laptop series, the QoolQuad is back for another technological adventure when Matt is

tempted to use the laptop to stifle an inevitable confrontation and beef up his own reputation at the

same time.Matt and his friends are thrown into a pursuit that only ingenuity, creativity, and a lot of

courage will get them through.Will Matt break the â€œHonor Codeâ€•? Will he choose to help his

enemy or save himself?Full of suspense and intrigue, anything is possible in this technological

thriller.The Amazing Laptop series is a fast-paced, middle-grade Christian series, especially perfect

for boys and reluctant readers...though girls love it, too!
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In this, the second book in a series of eight, Coach Plymouth at Enisburg High has been framed for

changing the student's grades. Can the QoolQuad consisting of four boys (Matt, Lamar, Gill and

Alfonzo), along with Matt's special Wordtronix computer, help uncover the real perpetrator? What is



Matt's reward? He has to tutor the school bully, Hulk Hooligan, for a week in order for Hulk to pass

his English test!Curious to know how Hulk did, Matt goes to his house at the end of the week. There

he discovers that Hulk has a younger brother named Nate. Why is Nate not in school? He is waiting

for a new heart! Can Matt and his friends help? Will Matt ever be able to get close to Hulk?Having

created an Honor Code in the last book, the boys. and Matt especially, know that they have to be

very careful how they use the laptop that brings Matt's writings to life. Tempted to want to always

'interfere' Matt knows that some things truly have to be left up to God.This book is Christian based

and Lamar gives Matt encouraging scriptures to read during a rough time. You will also meet the

youth pastor who is definitely enthusiastic but a little over the top for my liking! He is there for the

boys and their families though and really encourages Matt with the true meaning of compassion

which is the main theme of this book. For boys who like basketball they will enjoy the Elmer Fudd

talk alike Slammer.With a good introduction, you do not have to have read the first book in the

series but of course I recommend you starting at the beginning so you truly discover how this

adventure started. Mostly well written with a few editing errors, we read this aloud to our 13, 9 and 6

year old and they are eager to start on the next book in the series. Thanks, Liz

The Hulk, the Slammer, the QoolQuad, the Laptop, and a ton of suspense. What else do you need

in a book for boys. Heck, even our daughter loves this book. If you read the first book aloud, don't

stop! These are perfect, especially if you're a goof ball dad like me. I really put character into the

characters. Slammer sounds like Elmer Fudd. Pastor Ruhlen sounds like a surfer dude, and the

Indian doctor sounds like the guy on the Simpsons. Oh, it's a bunch of fun to do this aloud with your

boys. Mine was 9 when I read it to him. He's 11 now and just read it for the 3rd time.
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